Abstract-A single-pixel camera is able to computationally form spatially resolved images using one photodetector and a spatial light modulator. The images it produces in low-light-level operation are imperfect, even when the number of measurements exceeds the number of pixels, because its photodetection measurements are corrupted by Poisson noise. Conventional performance analysis for single-pixel imaging generates estimates of mean-square error (MSE) from Monte Carlo simulations, which require long computational times. In this letter, we use random matrix theory to develop a closed-form approximation to the MSE of the widely used least-squares inversion method for Poisson noise-limited single-pixel imaging. We present numerical experiments that validate our approximation and a motivating example showing how our framework can be used to answer practical optical design questions for a single-pixel camera.
Performance Analysis of Low-Flux Least-Squares
Single-Pixel Imaging cameras has employed compressed-sensing estimators, in which images are formed from m < n measurements [10] , [11] , better low-light-level performance with such cameras is obtained from m ≥ n measurements [12] . Computing the mean-squared error (MSE) of even the simplest estimators for low-light-level single-pixel imaging is nontrivial, owing to the difficulties introduced by the Poisson statistics of photon counting and the nonGaussian nature of the camera's SLM patterns. Consequently, their MSEs are conventionally estimated using Monte Carlo simulations [13] , despite the attendant high computational cost. Recently, random matrix theory (RMT) has been used for accurate, closed-form characterization of estimation errors in many contexts, including channel identification [14] , wireless communications [15] , and inverse covariance estimation [16] . Two novel constraints prevent direct application of existing RMT results to low-light-level single-pixel imaging using random SLM patterns.
1) Low-light-level single-pixel imaging measurements have signal-dependent Poisson distributions. This observation model deviates dramatically from the noiseless or additive, signal-independent Gaussian noise models employed in prior work. 2) Prior error analyses presume zero-mean observations that allow direct application of classical RMT results. The Poisson-distributed observations in low-light-level singlepixel imaging, however, have nonzero signal-dependent mean values, because the SLM-patterned light intensities being detected are nonnegative. In this letter, we derive a closed-form approximation for the MSE of least-squares single-pixel imaging that accounts for Poisson-distributed observations obtained with the commonly employed Bernoulli (randomly 0 or 1) SLM patterns. We borrow techniques from RMT to arrive at a simple expression that avoids the implicit characterizations obtained through the replica method [17] , [18] and issues arising from the SLM patterns' nonzero mean values. Our numerical experiments show that our approximation is nearly exact, with much lower computational cost than Monte Carlo methods and higher accuracy than a baseline asymptotic MSE approximation. Fig. 1 illustrates our single-pixel imaging setup. We use x ∈ R n ×1 + to denote the light intensity vector that we aim to recover, e.g., the vectorized form of a two-dimensional scene. An n-pixel SLM images light coming from the scene onto a sequence of m > n independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random subsets of the pixels covering the camera's photodetector. We use a k to denote the n × 1 random vector for the kth SLM pattern, and we take its entries to be i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with success probability p. By using low-flux photodetection statistics, we can write our kth photon-count Fig. 1 . Single-pixel imaging setup. For the kth measurement, the light intensity x is spatially modulated, using the binary pattern a k , such that the light incident on the single photodetector has intensity a T k x. The photodetector's output then satisfies y k ∼ Poisson(a T k x), and the process is repeated for m measurements. This figure depicts the SLM operating in reflection, as is the case for a programmable micromirror device, but it could also work in transmission, as occurs with a random diffraction grating [19] . observation as
II. SINGLE-PIXEL IMAGING FRAMEWORK
meaning that it has the probability mass function
We write this more compactly as
where y is the m × 1 observation vector, A is the m × n random matrix that concatenates the 1 × n row vectors a Single-pixel imaging's inverse problem is to reliably estimate the size-n intensity x from the observations y and knowledge of the SLM pattern matrix A. Were m = n and A the n × n identity matrix I n , (2) would simply describe a pixel-by-pixel scanning imager. Alternatively, the case of m = n with A = I n but nonsingular has been termed multiplexed imaging [20] . Its analysis has supported the use of Hadamard matrices [21] , [22] , and it has been shown that constraining x to be nonnegative leads to a multiplexing advantage in low-flux operation [23] .
Because this letter addresses low-flux operation, we will assume the condition m > n that is effective in noise mitigation. Our inverse problem is thus classical, rather than compressive, where a prior on x is required to compute a solution. We study the least-squares (pseudoinverse) estimator
where we assume that rank(A) = n, so that A T A is invertible. The least-squares method is not maximum likelihood; for example, it fails to enforce light intensity's nonnegativity. Nevertheless, despite its model mismatch, the least-squares estimator is a popular inversion method because of its low computational complexity and its exactness as m → ∞. Moreover, the often-used correlation estimator, also known as the ghost imaging estimator, for single-pixel imaging from overcomplete photon-count observations is a variant of the least-squares estimator [24] .
The least-squares imager's MSE
, can be approximated from Monte Carlo simulations, but highly accurate results require long simulation runs (many Monte Carlo trials). Thus, our goal is an accurate closed-form MSE approximation that is cheap in computation.
III. APPROXIMATING THE MSE

A. Derivation
Our first step is to express the MSE in terms of A and x. Given A and x, the observation y has statistically independent, Poisson-distributed components, so that its mean vector is Ax and its covariance matrix is diagonal with Ax being the m × 1 vector of its nonzero elements. It follows that we can write y = Ax + η, where η is a zero-mean random vector with covariance matrix diag(Ax). In the Appendix, we show that the MSE can be expressed as
where Tr(·) denotes the trace of a square-matrix argument. Using CMSE to denote the conditional MSE given the random-pattern matrix A now gives us
Exact computation of the expectation of CMSE over A is complicated by the statistical dependence of diag(Ax) and
Approximating them as independent factors, for large problem sizes, leads to
We then observe that
where the first equality uses iterated expectation conditioned on A, and the second equality uses the Bernoulli distribution of A's entries. Thus, we can write
where (a) uses the independence approximation (6), (b) uses (7), and (c) uses the trace operations being cyclic plus the fact that trace commutes with expectation. At this point, our MSE approximation for the least-squares estimator is the product of the imaging parameters and the trace expectation of the inverse of a scalar multiple of the correlation matrix C = A T A/m. Because the trace of a matrix equals the sum of its eigenvalues, our next task is to characterize the inverse correlation matrix's eigenvalues λ(C −1 ), so that we can compute the trace-expectation factor in MSE = p the Wishart matrix W = X T X/m converges to
where 
to denote the kth-order moment of the Wishart matrix's eigenvalues, from [15] we have
Unfortunately, the Marchenko-Pastur law is not directly applicable to evaluate Tr(E[(A T A) −1 ]) because A's entries have nonzero means. To deal with this difficulty, we study variations on that law when the correlation matrix is generated from nonnegative random vectors. 
, λ(E[A]
T E[A]/m) = np 2 , is much larger than λ max (C ), we can approximate the EDF of C by
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. This model yields
by the linearity of integration. Evaluation of our trace-expectation factor requires finding μ λ(C ) (−1; m, n). Because np 2 q + , the second term in (13) is negligible in comparison to the first, yielding
Combining (8), (11) , and (14), we obtain the following analytical MSE approximation in the constant q regime:
Finally, using the Wishart-matrix result μ λ(C ) (−1; m, n) = m/(σ 2 (m − n)) [15] , [26] , together with the Bernoulli variable's σ 2 = p(1 − p) variance, we arrive at our RMT approximation for the least-squares estimator's MSE:
B. Numerical Experiments
To validate (16), we compared it to results obtained from numerical experiments. Also included was comparison with the baseline MSE approximation as follows. Using a law of large numbers, the approximation
where 1 n ×n is the n × n matrix of ones, is asymptotically exact as the number of observations grows at fixed signal dimension, i.e., m → ∞ with n fixed implying that q → 0.
The inverse of the matrix in (17) is
which permits us to approximate (8) by
The first factor in (19) is approximately 1 for large n, and the second factor is approximately the same as (16) when q → 0.
In Fig. 3 , we compare the conventional closed-form approximation MSE-baseline (q → 0), the proposed closed-form approximation MSE-RMT (constant q), and the MSE computed from 500 Monte Carlo trials for each pair of the imaging parameters n and p. In these simulations, x was drawn i.i.d. from the uniform distribution from 0 to 10. The Python simulation code we used is available in [28] .
For moderate image dimension (n = 100), Fig. 3 shows that MSE-RMT almost exactly matches MSE, whereas the baseline asymptotic model MSE-baseline is a lower bound on MSE with a nontrivial gap for q values greater than 0.4. For the smaller image dimension (n = 20) with q > 0.8, we see that our RMTbased approximation, although better than MSE-baseline, deviates from the true MSE. Such behavior is to be expected, because (6) presumed large problem size.
IV. ANALYSIS FOR IMAGING PARAMETER DESIGN
Because (16) is a good closed-form approximation to the MSE, it can be used to choose optimal acquisition parameters given imaging constraints. Suppose that the single-pixel camera Fig. 3 . Logarithmic (base-10) plots of MSE in dashed black, MSE-RMT in solid red, and MSE-baseline in solid blue for different Bernoulli-distribution success probabilities p ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.8} and signal dimensions n ∈ {20, 100}. Each log-MSE plot is versus q = n/m, the signal dimension divided by the number of observations. The total computational times for MSE, MSE-RMT, and MSE-baseline, respectively, for all six plots were 181, 0.001, and 0.002 s on a MacBook Pro with 2.2 GHz processor. Fig. 4 . Natural logarithms of NRMSE-RMT (shown on the color bar) for four least-squares images of the letter "R" sample scene (top right) that were generated from computer-simulated photon count data using (2) for different (m, F ) pairs. Here, we used Bernoulli patterns for A. Each image is shown immediately below the associated red dot marking its (m, F ) pair. The black curve shows our S for NRMSE-RMT = 0.01 (log e (NRMSE-RMT) = −4.6).
is equipped with its own light source. Then, (16) enables answering the following question: What is the minimum number of observations and the lowest incident flux that can guarantee that the MSE of the least-squares image lies below a prespecified value? Defining normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) as NRMSE-RMT = √ MSE-RMT/ x 1 , our approximation shows that NRMSE ∝ 1/ m x 1 , when m n, i.e., it is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of observations √ m times the square root of the total optical flux √ F = x 1 . For example, suppose p and n are fixed. Then, the set of minimal number of observations and optical flux, given a maximum tolerable NRMSE, is Fig. 4 shows four least-squares-solution examples for the letter "R" sample scene from [1] . These n = 18 × 18 = 324 pixel images with p = 0.5 were generated by computer simulations. Three of them employed (m, F ) values from S with NRMSE-RMT = 0.01, whereas the other employed an (m, F ) pair far removed from S. We see that the three solutions with (m, F ) in S have very similar image qualities, and they are clearly superior to the one whose (m, F ) deviates from S.
Note that (16) shows MSE decreasing monotonically with decreasing p. But a smaller p value implies a larger condition number for A, because that matrix's smallest singular value is quadratic in p, while (12) shows that its other n − 1 singular values are clustered around 1 as p → 0. Since (16) assumes a well-definedx LS , it fails to capture small p values leading to the occurrence of rank(A) < n with high probability. So, we cannot conclude that reducing p will always reduce MSE.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we used moment computation methods from RMT to derive a remarkably simple closed-form approximation to the MSE of a low-flux least-squares single-pixel imaging system. Unlike conventional Monte Carlo methods (high accuracy, long computational time) and asymptotic approximation techniques (low accuracy, short computational time), our RMTbased MSE approximation achieves both high accuracy and high computational efficiency, as verified by numerical experiments. We also demonstrated how our framework can be used to understand limits of imaging parameter design given NRMSE constraints, and thus can inform the user when to consider improving fundamental system design by using higher efficiency detectors, for example.
It is of future interest to see how the proposed framework might be extended to other practical estimators for singlepixel imaging. For example, the Tikhonov estimator regularizes the least-squares estimate by perturbing the correlation matrix with a positive-definite matrix [29] and is useful for modeling smoothness image priors. A perturbation analysis on the correlation matrix might lead to an accurate MSE approximation for the Tikhonov estimator.
APPENDIX
The least-squares estimator's error vector is
so the MSE can be written as 
